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. RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE

No. 21

CleanerU.
vs Vacuum
r
ToasteTech

·
ln.terviewed
Dr. Coolring

Mock Tre,ams Represe.nt
GE,'s Hous,ewares Division

''Not Everyone in Selma
Is Going Home''

On Wednesday, March 31, ously enough to do yourself
from 3 to 4 p.m., the student credit, but that's all. . . .
2. Be proud of yourself ....
body will be able to view the
3. A mock program shall
16 College Bowl semi-finalists
quiz
consist of two teams of flour
in action through a mock
in Amos Assembly room, Clark students each; a moderator who
Science Building. Student, fac- will ask the questions (Mr.
ulty, and administration judges Philip Joyce); a referee who
will score the programs which will decide who responded
first to a question (Mr. Thomas
are open to the public.
sco,rekeeper
The contestants have been Sheehan); and a Page
6)
(Continued on
divided into four teams, the
-------'-------in------------been
have
names of which
spired by the GE Housewares
Department which sponsors the
television show.
The first program, which will
run from 3 to 3:30 p.m., will be
a match between "Mixmaster
College," represented by Marilyn Calner, Shannon Flemming,
Maureen Gray and Philip Hifor
rons; and "Steamiron School of
The coming speakers
Design," with Guy Davis, Ray- R.I.C.'s Robert Marshall Brown
mond Gagner, Janice Larivee lecture series will be William
and John McGiveney.
Howells, who will be speaking
The second program will be Monday, April 12, on the topic
Anthropologist'~
from 3:30 to 4 p.m. between "A Physical
"Vacuum Cleaner University,"
Mrs.
Fain,
Robert
featuring
Mary Lucas, Diane McFarland
and John Symynkywicz; and
"Toaster Tech" with Francis
Ford, Kathleen Kollett, Mrs.
Arlyne Harrower and Angela
Jean Pantalena.
A set of rules, adapted
from the College Bowl television program to fit the needs
of the mock quiz, have been
·
devised.
Summed up, they are:
1. (and the most important
Don't t-ake the whole
rule).
thing too seriously. Take it seri-

Contrast a white Selma of
antagonistic, unfriendly, unresponsive, people, "We were
forbidden to go out into the
white area, engage in conversation, or go out alone, especially
on the road," with a Negro Selma where gratitude was high
for the presence of the marchers, and the encouragement
they brought with them for the
civil rights cause.
Contrast a white Selma reading a Selma newspape; with
"grudging" but not "distorted"
news coverage, with a Negro
Selma where Negroes and civil
rights workers read the Atlanta
Constitution and a Birmingham
newspaper, enforcing an economic boycott of the white community which has been going
on for many months.
On the days of the marches
contrast a white communit;
where "far more stayed away
than came" with a crowd of
30,000 people standing in an
open field, ankle-deep in mud
to hear a climactic program put
on by 39 well-known entertainers.
Dr. Cooling responded to the
question, "What will happen
(Continued on Page 4)

typewriter late Sunday evening,
By DIANE DETORO
"Everybody is Selma is not trying to convey to the Rhode
going home." There is a touch Island College community the
of irony in that statement if "situation in Selma," as given
,
one thinks of the murder of
Mrs. Viola Liuzza, civil rights
worker from Detroit, mother of
five children. I thought of its
irony and the power of its
meaning as I sat before the

Brown S·eries
Marshall
AprilTwelfth
To~egin

Dr. Howell Forms
PbilosophyForum
The Early Morning Philosophy series which will feature
three "Discussions of Ethics"
will begin on Friday, March 26.
on the
The first lecture
"Justification of Chn.stian Ethics" will be given by Dr. Carlton Gregory of Barrington College.
The second lecture to be presented Friday, April 2, will feature Rev. Thomas Peterson,
O.P., of Providence College. Father Peterson will discuss "Natural Law Morality: Examples
Of Its Use."
Friday, April 30, Dr. John
Ladd of Brown University will
speak on "Arguments Against
Ethical Relativism." This lecture will conclude the series.
All of the lectures will begin
at 8:30 a.m. and last until 9:20
a.m. They will be presented in
the Little Theatre in Robert's
Hall. The public and students
are invited to attend free of
charge. Additional information
may be had by contacting Dr.
Thomas Howell in Clarke Science Building, 205 or by calling
TE 1-6600, ext. 307.

1

View" on the problem of Population Growth. Richard Fagley
will - also be speaking W ednesday, April 14, on the topic, "A
Protestant's View on Population
Crisis."
William W. Howells is, at
present, the principal physical
anthropologist at Harvard University and is also curator of
Somatology at the Peabody Museum. Mr. Howells is a noted
authority on racial history and
racial types. Professor Howells,
a native of New York, received
his S.B. and Ph.D. from Harvard. Much of his study of
mankind has been made through
laboratory research on pre-hisand
remains
human
toric
of
the organization
through
prehistoric
about
knowledge
1
man.'
Howells is well
Professor
known for his work on American Indian race types and the
Anthropology of population and
(Continued on Page 6)

to the Anchor by Dr. Elizabeth
Cooling, a Rhode Island College
faculty member who returned
last week from that Southern
town, as well as the magnificence and courage of this woman who "went to Selma."
For over an hour last Friday
the Anchor interafternoon
viewed Dr. Cooling about Selma
and the aspects of the civil
rights struggle there. The inevitable first question, the question in so many minds had to
bl:), "What was it like in Sel-

Helen :Hayes

To Visit RIC

ma?"

Actress Helen Hayes will visit
"There are two Selmas," said
Dr. Cooling. Contrast the white RIC April 14 under the auspiccommunity, "of which I saw es of the Newman Club. Miss
very little because the focal !'layes will give a dramatic readpoints for the civil rights move- m_g and will meet informally
ment in Selma are well within with students later in the afthe Negro area," of Old South, ternoon.
The name "Helen Hayes" has
pre.Civil War homes, made
more attractive by the tradi- for several decades . been a
tional signs of Spring, with Ne- household word as familiar as
gro Selma. Negro Selma runs "Cadillac" and "Shakespeare"
the gamut between very sub- and equally associated with
stantial modern homes, to older quality. Her fame regularly inwell-kept homes, to "utter ho- c~eased as she showed a capashacks and city to develop the most varied
vels," unpainted
houses in disrepair." Road pav- ~ypes of character with increasing," said Dr. Cooling, "clearly mg penetration.
it came from Dr. White's frus- defines some parts of the Negro
Miss Hayes' own life has been
to
trying
in
trating experience
as interesting as any of the
areas."
phone.
the
on
someone
reach
role_s she has played to such perThen imagination runneth over.e------------fection. At the age of twenty
the
of
Mr. Roger Kliber
she appeared in Boston, and beSpeech department, who will
ca~e the rage of the Harvard
semor class, some of whom
direct, has chosen the cast: all
were expelled from college beare members of Alpha Psi Omecause they cut so many classes
ga and all are experienced. He
to see Miss Hayes' performance.
stressed the experimental naWhen she played in New York
ture of the project. If the theathey came every weekend in
tre group is successful and if
droves, and finally her Harvard
the student body responds famight
me~ followed her to Paris, and
vorably, the fraternity
1
week
by
one hilarious
durmg
present more plays written
showed her the town.
either faculty or students.
Miss Hayes refuses to take all
Stylistically, the plays will be
and
~he cr~dit. In speaking of the
classical, representational
All the
mcredible chance that precipinot presentational.
tated her career she said "How
characters are abstract, and they
curious and intricate a~e the
will be presented as such.
patterns of life and how the
Both these plays will be
long years depend on a breathprsented April 23 in the Little
less moment of chance. We call
Theatre.
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

to Perfo.rm
AlphaPsiOmega
WrittenbyDr.White
Plays
1

Alpha Psi Omega, national
theatrical fraternity of Rhode Island College, will present two
plays written by Dr. White of
Rhode Island College, "The
Wall" and "Homage to J. C. B."
Dr. White, a member of the
English department, has written a number of plays, poems,
short stories in the past 10 or
12 years. He admits that studies leading to the doctorate have
taken up much of his time in
plays is
recent years-\vriting
somewhat of a "stolen pleasure."

"The Wall," Dr. White says, is
a serious play; it is avant-garde
although it lacks the nihilism
with the
associated
usually
avant-garde. He jokingly refers
to it as "not way out but halfThe second play,
way out."
"Homage to J. C. B.," is a satirical farce. The inspiration for

1
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Selma Offers Challenge
Selma, Alabama, a onetime unheard
of town of 30,000 people, located aibout
fifty miles from the capital city of
Montgomery in the heart of Dallas
County, has been the ins;piration for
one of the largest and most natural dedications to commitment in the cause of
the entire civil rights movement in
America. Thoqsands of young college
students and other Americans have unselfishly put their lives in danger for
the advancement of the civil rights
·
movement.
At Rhode Island College students
are giving up their free time to participate in the tutorial program being
sponsored by Rhode Island Students for
Equality, a program desigrted to aid Negro youngsters in Rhode Island's "segregated" areas. Here there is a practical reallization that not everyone can
be in Selma, but that everyone who is
willing can help in some way. A word
of praise to those practical realists.
A word of praise also to suqh faculty members as Dr. Elizabeth Cooling,
who,se story ruppears on page one of
this issue, who are williillg to stand up
in which they
and defend the ,1)1"inciiples
believe. We offer an oipen challenge to
other students and faculty members to

continue what has heen begun by their
peers. Faculty membe-rs as well as students could aid in RTSE's tutorial program or programs of similar merit.
Faculty members and students could
actively fight for a Fair Housing Laiw
\
i;n Rhode Island.
1
tki~J Cc,a.Yu\~\~
U)e \.;;;o~e to t~e
There are other ways a;lso. The
Anchor is initiatin,g a ,book drive, simif\5 ~e rA b 1y _ lO o O l d y O u .l \ t ? \ ea S e
lair to the on,e held last year for Miles
College, for volumes for the library of
the Negro Junior Co1lege in Selma. A11
8 "f\ YOV r· "Y\ c\ -rt\ ~ • • •
those who would like to contrilbute are
asked to bring their books to the Anchor Office, Student Center, Room 203.
Other organizations might pick up several more suggestions p,ut forth by Dr.
Cooling in an Anchor interview. S&H
green stamps, Plaid stamps, contdbutions t9 various civil rights groups, letters of encouragement to the people of
Selma, "calm, courteous, and earnest,"
letters to the local newspapers in Selma, and a,bove all, support of civil
rights work in Rhode Island are all
ways of aiding the Selma cause. Not
everyone can go to Selma, but everyEditor's Note: All students, sory attendance, checked by 1
one, college student, faculty member,
faculty and administrators are mechanical mastermind (which
private citizen can aid in the onrushmen
wo;rk of the invited to submit letters to the relieved approximately by20signaing and backbreaking
however of jobs), cross-checked
All letters
editor.
emancipation of the American Negro.
tures on paper, to me is child-

s\

Letters
to the

Editor

In Need of a Good Laugh?
· In the bright, comforta,ble room, 150
women, and a few men, including faculty members and deans, sat at trubles of
four, earnestly playing cards to win the
coveted table prize. Ties and heels were
the order of the day and the signs of
gentility were in evidence. A card party was in progress.
Sometime la;ter, in a nearlby room,
couples danced around the floor of the
gaily decorated hall, un-interested in
the pari-mutual white rat race being
held in the corner.
In the small, smoke filled ante room,
however, pandemonium reigned. Crowds
pressed against the gaming tables.
Blackjack, roulette, dice games, poker,
and "Wheels of Fortune" attracted
throngs of bettors. For the losers there
was the consoling vision of the dance
hall girls. Laiter, the winners spent
the evening's profits at an' auction in
the dance hall. Again, administrators
and faculty took part in the merriment.
This was "Frontier Nite."
In the same room, during lunch
hour, t'he heroic forces of moral law
and order staged a sucoessful raid and
broke up a vicious non-gambling syndicate of six or so student card p,layers.
Some of the guilty students were fined.
They had broken a College regulation
forbidding card playing in the facilities
of the Student Center.
Why? What are the different circumstances involved in the cases of the
day time card players and the organCertainly it
ized evening activities?
can't be the time of day. No members
of the administration were present during the day. Were they miffed at not
being invited to play or does the administration feel that they have a monopoly
Mostly, the
on campus card playing?
sin was that the guilty students were
not organized and thus there could be
no contribution to a worthy cause (a
fraternity or sorority).
But then, the no card playing nonsense is probably no worse than many
other College and Senate rules and regulations. Most of these rules are illconceived and poorly thought out. There
are only two reasons why anyone could
be convicted by student court, either ig-.
norance of the law on the part of the
student who can't find the loopholes big
enough to drive a truck through, or ignorance •of basic law on the part of the

court. No effort, is made in the formulation of these rules by Senate or adminis,tration ;fJo constrwct rational, lega:l,
constitutional and 'weN defined laws.
Most regulations reflect no more than
~ sudden emotional reaction to a situation. Thus, the administration banned
all ca,rd playing 'because of a certain
amount of gambling.
If you are really in need of a good
laugh someday, read the Student Handbook:
Regulations
IX. B. . . . At all off-,campus functions, with the exception of the Commencement Ball, no alcoholic beverages
may be served or sold in the room in
which the function is being held.
Perhrups w~ shou1d hold our proms
in a church.
for alcoholic
H. 1. Advertising
beverages may not be carried in Co,llege pUJblications.
The Anchor regrets to inform the
that alcohol exists, is
administration
consumed legally by many college stuMoreover, such advertising
dents.
increase revenue
could substantially
and release student monies for other
It is hardly likely that
organizations.
an ad for a liquor store in the Anchor
would induce teetotalers to imbibe.
XII. C. Students must not lie down
or sleep (even without lying down) in
the lounges. For such rest they may
use cots in the Health Office.
These cots may not be used for rest,
unless the person is ill. One explanation given for this rule is that it doesn't
look nice to visitors to see students
asleep in the Student Lounge.
XIV. A. Card playing is not allowed in any of the facilities of the Student Center or classroom buildings.
As we have seen, this is all right if
you allow an administrator to be presFurthermore,
ent and, are organized.
you may p,lay in the Dining Center Library, Whfpple Gym, or Roberts H~ll.
When will the Senate and administration sit down and rationally review
their collection of juristic garbage and
weed out those rules which were ill-conceived in a previous time of emotion?
When will the students, en ma,sse,
protest those rules which are illegal unfair, unconstitutional, immoral or' unethical or, refuse to recognize these
rules as binding?

MUST be signed if the letter is
to be printed. Signatures will
be withheld upon the request of
the signer. All letters may be
dropped off in the "Anchor" of•
flee, Student Center 203, or left
at the mailboard in care of publications or the editor.
* * *

Dear Editor,
I am one of the delinquent,
unruly, rowdyish, disrespectful
students who entered the Dean's
Assembly on March 18, 1965 and
· then left immediately by another door. I then commenced
gallop to the
a triumphant
mixed lounge where my pride
with getting away with such a
heinous crime was crushed as I
noticed all my peers with equally egotistic countenances. Naturally, I was further deflated
when I learned that the everdeadministration
ingenious
vised a scheming, cunning, contriving plot to avert said absence. As a final blow, I now
am enlightened with the tidings
that I have been fined $2.00.
"These are the times that try
men's souls." Such a usurpation of student rights makes me
queasy. I was willing to pay a
$1.00 fine and I will probably
pay my $2.00 fine, although I
Compuiant!cipate reluctance.

ish. Obviously our administration can defeat us at the game
of being childish. I admit defeat, congratulate the administration, and sincerely hope that
some day, some one will rise
against this and many other administrative defects and make
RIC a college to be proud of.
Respectfully,
J. Matthew Maguire '67
Dear Editor:
For the past four years I
have read editorials and letters
the administration
criticizing
for various aspects of its parental attitude toward the student body. These missives demand that the administration
change its attitude, and I heartThe student body
ily agree.
must be allowed to accept responsibilities; it should be expected to maintain a "C" index
or be dismissed during any of
the eight semesters, to face civil
criminal court for grand larceny instead of two weeks suspension, to attend class of their
own volition or flunk out.
Then I am sure that the stu~
dent body, that survives the
freshman and sophomore years,
will consist of adults prepared
(Continued on Page 6)
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Official College Notices
COLLEGE ATTENDANCE

FINKmanship

POLICY

Students axe asked to note the College Policy on attendance as stated on Page 81 in the 1964-65 Handbook.
The Policy is as follows: "Students are required to attend
- all classes on days befoo-e and after major vacations Christmas and Spring. On such days faculty members shall
report all absences. Students absent from any class before after major vacations are placed on Absence Probation for the quarter immediately following this vacation.
In the case of students assigned to student teaching, this
Probation will apply to the next quarter on campus. Any
other irregular cases will be referred to the Dean of
Students."
Any students who wish to discµss permission to be
excused on either April 2nd or April 12th shou1d see the
Dean of Students before that time.
DOROTHY R. MIERZWA

3
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By Dr. Jam,es White

did and ·what creators of slang
do: to twist, fondle, fracture,
blend, invert, pervert, in short,
play with words. To make it
easy, I suggested that if "fink"
so well
could be modified-and
-to "rat-fink," then I guessed
the ,term was capable of further "improvement." In a burst
of creaui.ve brilliance, I suggested that a communist symBy DR. JAMES E. WHITE
might be called a
pathizer
From little acorns grow great
"pink-fink." That was the fatal
and magnificent oaks; I suppose
step. The "finkfection" set in.
approximately the same process
I started breeding others. My
takes place with poison o•aks.
students contracted the "fink
At any rate, from a germ which
PRE-REGISTRATION FOR 1965-66
virus," as did many of my colI idly tossed to one of my
leagues. To date our vocabuThis notice is to call attention to the '.Pre-registration
I have
week
last
classes
at least
are as follows:
lary has-momentarily
for 1965-66. The dates for Pre-registration
spawned a monster, in s'ome
de-'
or
enriched
-become
Tuesday, April 13th - Class of 1966 and all S:pectals.
ways a delightful one, but nonebauched with innumerable "finkMonday, April 19th - Class of 1967.
theless a bona-fide monster. It
or
Divisions.
A
or "finkreamons"
tions"
Monday, April 26th - Class of 1968,
is the mutated fink. Like many
"finkithets."
Monday, May 3rd - Class of 1968, B Divisions.
another great catastrophe, it all
Since the Master Schedule will not be ready for
started quite innocently.
Inevitably, the intellectual or
Spring Recess, copies of the Schedufl.e will be mailed to
I was talking to my class
"egg-head" becomes the "thlnkall members of the Class of 1966 and Specials during the
fink," while the radical may be
Spring Recess. These students are urged to study the
The
a "free-finker."
called
schedule carefully and plan for the coming year. This
dumb student is surely a '.'flunkwill facilitate the process of Pre-registration on April 13th.
fink," although one of my stuAll other students will receive the Master Schedules after
dent.s chooses to call the hardthe Recess. Please watch the buJ'letin boards for details
marking instructor by that epifor
and
materials
of
concerning both· the distribution
thet. Another title for the "dlisapseeking
Advisers
Faculty
by
posted
be
will
that
notices
advantaged" student might be
pointments with Advisees to discuss their academic pro"ruinoom-fink.' 1 Keeping within
grams. It is hoped that in this way the Pre-Registration
the academic realm, I should
. will go smoothly, and that students will be able to be taken
Kappa Delta Phi, the men's year was termed as an "act of note that the English teacher
by the speaker. is, of course, a "lit-fink," while
at Rhode desperation,"
care of in the allotted time.
e_ducation fraternity
DOROTHY R: M!IERZWA
Island College,( recently pres- The mass withdrawal of the· 400 anyone with a Ph.D. automat"Phink Dink "
ented Gregory Caughlin, Pres- teachers risked their jobs, oen- 1· 11 b
1
RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE SUMMER SESSION
•
•
ident of the Pawtucket Teach- sion and tenure to make known ~ Y, ecome a
The Schedule ()If courses to be offered in the Summer
But the process is not so
After
ers Alliance, and John Con- the plight of teachers.
Session at Rhode Island College wrn be posted during the
verse,. president of the State an aereement in the governor's organized as it may seelp. to be
Spring Recess. This notice is being given to enable students
paragraph.
office· witnessed by several high in the preceding
Federation of Teachers.
be
will
to plan their coming academic year and know 1Jhat
eaking before a gathering ranking state officials, the Paw- ·More often than not the term
Sp
the
in
College
the
at
work
course
for
their possibilities
hool committee failed is invented first and then the
t k t
Th' situaui.on which it describes is
in Amos Lecture Hall, Caughlin uc e sc
period will be held
Summer Session. A pre-registration
1s
traced the development of the to enforce the agreement.
from April 12th to April 30th to enable the students to
here the situation stands invented. Rhyme, alliterations,
·
t O c ugh. puns dictate the generati'ons of
di
present teachers union in Paw- is w tl
learn early of their acceptance into the Summer Program.
·
a
He remarked that in presen Y, accor ng
tucket.
th e terms.
The cost of Summer School is $10.00 per credit hour
his earlier years as an instruc• lin.
and $1.00 Registration Fee. Applications for Summer Ses32
Rhyme surely bred the folre,
'
of
class
Caughlin,
were
associations
teacher
tor,
sion will be available from Mrs. Williams in the Office of
In 1947 ceived his master's degree from lowing. A housewife is a sinkpolitically dominated.
the Dean of Students in the Student Center. Priority will
nd
th
a hockey fan, a rink-fink;
fink;
::>f
College
e R~od~ Isla
the AFT branch was estabbe given to those who pre-register by April 3oth. The
Educah?n m 1937. He has been a jailer, a clink-fink; an inebrilished in Pawtucket.
Summer Session Catalogues will be mailed at the end of
a wealthy
a physics teacher of Tolman ate, a drink-fink;
April and therefore, from that time on it becomes a firstwoman, a mink-fink; a skunk,
The problem of collective bar-' High for 33 years.
come first-served basis. If you are interested in the Sumgaining has been an issue in the · Converse spoke briefly about a stink-fink; a candid person,
mer program, please do make sure that you secure your
"School some of the aims of the al- a frank-fink; a former Secretary
situation.
Pawtucket
materials during this advanced period.
boards felt not obliged to bar- liance in the terms of legisla- of State might have ~een called
DOIROTHY R. MIERZWA
Caughlin tion to give "teachers a say in a brink-fink; so mignt a potengain with teachers."
He criticized tial suicide. One of my favorites
noted that the state of Rhode their profession."
This is to remind you that all incomplete work must
Island is 20 years behind the a number of bills pending now is the metallurgist who is a zincbe made up before the end of the _first quarter, or the "I"
nation in the area of legislation in the General Assembly as not rink. And I can't forget the
automatically becomes' an "F" unless an extension of time
advantageous for Rhode Island psychiatrist, the shrink-fink.
on collective bargaining.
has been granted.
The strike in Pawtucket last teachers.
The Registrar must be notified in writing if such an
From exact rhymes let\ proextension is granted.
ceed to variations on the tune.
W. Christina Carlson, Registrar
If a pianist is a plink-fink, and
aguitarist is a plunk-fink, then
1
a harpist has to be a tinkle-fink.
Either a carpenter or a piirate
the blame for the destruction of may wear the tag, plank-finker.
By ROD CINQ-MARS
man
military
To describe the savage beau- the Parondi family may be laid. An ambitious
ty of "Rocco and His Bro.thFaculty and Staff uiterested in establishing a men's
Amid the coarse fabric of the might be a rank-fink, while a
is surely a
exer- fight game is interwoven a frus- second-hand-man
ers" is an exhilarating
slow-pitch softball league should call Ed Bogda, Physical
cise. "Rocco and His Brothers" tratingly
Education Department (extension 351), and submit their
beautiful love story junk-fink. Ad infinknitum.
is a film classic pregnant with that is tragically doomed. Inname.
The alliterative finkman proEpisodie; deed, "Rocco and His Brothers" duced the following. A fussy
life and poignancy.
and is profound tragedy because of person is a fli.nicky-fink, while
realistic
and profound,
(You
beauteous, happy and terrifying the several lives that are ruined. a leper is a festery-fink.
is the movie. Luchino Visconti Yet, "Rocco" is a supreme trag- see, the sick joke is still not
are foistCon-artists
produces a tremendous sllib of edy because of the double de- dead.)
flashlife which recounts the disinte- struction depicted in the disin- finks;
photogra~hers,
gration of an Italian family. The tegration of the Parondi family bulb-finks; policemen, flatfuotfamil~ and in the triangle love conflict finks; and Freudians are phalsaga of the Parondi
which is made up of a mother· between Simon, Rocco, and Na- lic-phinks. A castaway is a flotEditor's Note: The following workers, the College health offi- and ·her five sons - Vincenzo, dia.
Nadia is a prostit11te. sam fink; by way of variation
is the first in a series of articles cers and the College counsel- Simon, Rocco, Ciro, and LucaFleeing from her cursing fam- a play boy may be a jet-set-fink;
a
provide
on the many departments offer- lors. These people
is a cinematic joy.
ily, Nadia is rescued by Sinion and (can you stand it?) a casting services to the students of diversity of separate services to
"Rocco and His Brothers" Parondi. Simultaneously, Simon away playboy would be a flotA generous
Rhode Island College. Tl1e fol- the student. In a recent inter- specifically, tells the story of a becomes a successful prize fight- sam-jet-set-fink.
lowing article deals with the view the Anchor gained the fol- southern Italian peasant family er and falls in love with the ex- person is a philanthrophink.
which it whieh, upon the death of the citing Nadia.
services offered by the Offices . lowing information
Once Nadia be- A well-known Southern goverhopes will clarify the student's father, move~ to the city of Mi- comes disillusioned with Simon, nor is surely a segrefink. And
of Student Per.sonnel.
of the services lan to seek a better, more pro- she leaves him and he complete- we must not forget that the
understanding
At Rhode Island ~ollege there available to them through the
high class fink is simply a
Mother Parondi ly falls apart.
fitable life.
is a team of p~ofe~sw~al people , Student Personnel Services.
phinque.
greedi,Iy sends her sons out to
who are parhc1patmg m a funcarmy,
the
in
serving
While
You can see that the process
The Student Personnel Serv- work, for they have no money Rocco runs into Nadia who has
tion which is unique to the colgets more complicated as one
leges and universities of Amer- ices, under the direction of the and no home. Eventually, the just been released from prison
tries to create puns by weaving
to supica. These people serve as st u- De~ of Students, have a pri- sons find various jobs
The fight and who is shaken and helpless. the epithet into larger contexts.
function. port the family.
dent .personnel workers and at Imarily coordinating
Nadia
and
Rocco
of
union
The
One starts quoting "to fink or
game, however, attracts several
.
RIC mclude such people as the
forms an ephemeral love play not to fink"; "the fink that
Dean and Assistant Dean of stu-j Working closely with the offices of the boys and it is to this unships";
a thousand
launched
(Continued on Page 4)
savory occupation that much of
(Continued on Page 4) ,
the College religious
dents,
Editor's Note: The followmg article was submitted by
Dr. James E. White of the
on the
English Department
request of the Anchor. We
hope that our readers enjoy
the article as much as the
members of the Anchor editorial staff did.

about the nati.u-e of humor,
about how
more specifically
Mark Twain created humor, and
pointed out how, among other
deliberately
Twain
things,
abused, distorted, juggled words,
in much the same way that
slang does. I then innocently
asked for some bright new example of slang. After an embarrassing silence (from which
I gathered that my class does
not indulge in slanguage), one
of my students apologetically
offered "fink," no•ting that it
wasn't really very new. Still I
was delighted and became even
more delighted when someone
else observed that "fink" had
been improved upon with the
It was
expression "rat-fdnk."
just this sort of creativity that
I wanted to illustrate to the
class. And I ended up by urging them to do just what Twain

EducatorSpeakson
'
s Pro,bl,em
Pawtu·cket

Rocco

Student Personnel
Services Explained

I'
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Vera Michaels Dean

(Continued from Page 3)
word has widely been used to
"out, out, brief fink"; "fink to refer either to a strike-breaker
or to an informer, a "stool
me only with thine eyes."
My experience is that
Will you ever forgive me? pigeon."
generally is used
today
word
the
cluttered
ly
Have I deliberate
of organizations tacks on I~dian borders that
al interests
By POLL y KEENE
of abuse or mock
term
a
as
leastat
moment
up-for the
United Nations. took place m ~~62, Dr. ~ean
the
as
such
Micheles
termVera
the
y
Professor
Apparentl
abuse.
cannot be!ieve
our noble tongue with these in English-has
been in Dean, author of The Nature of She pointed out, as examples of stated th_at she
only
~bominations. I confess, yes- use some seventy or eighty The Non-Western World was Indian commitment to the U.N., that Peking wants the territory
m a way. But my aim i6 some- years. (This will surprise many the fourth speaker of the 'series the fact that India has suppl~ed of I~::Ua." (Both countries are),
thing other than linguistic per- of you, who, like me, may have on "India· Traditional Culture men for the peace-keepmg • • · already overpopulated and
l'fonethele~s, Dr.
verSli.on. It is reall twofold: to assumed that the word is of re- in Transition."
She spoke on operations in the Gaza Strip underfed.".
Dean ment10ned tha~ Chma does
show people that language per cent coinage.) The Dictionary Thursday, March 18, at 8:15, in area and in the Congo.
.
se is fun; a_nd to show people of Americanisms (1956) says Roberts Hall. Her topic was
Dr. Dean also de-emphasized wan~ to be recogrnzed ~s the
that language is something. that that it dates from the famous "India and the World: Foreign the prevalent tendency to speak leadmg government of Asia. It
is used creatively to suit situa- Homestead strike of 1892, sug- Policy." Dr. Dean is a graduate of power blocs. It is Dr. Dean's is also ~r. Dean's opinion that
tions, that it is not a ready- gesting that its origin may lie of Radcliffe and she received opinion that the two blocs that "the Uruted States would be
made, hand-me-down that is al- in a shortening and variation her doctorate from Yale Uni- emerged after World War II taking a big chance" if we
let our:selves be p~shed
ways and eternally the same. I of the term "Pinkerton man,"
She has taught at have been in a "rapid state of ?hould
want, more specifically, my stu- for Pinkerton men allegedly versity. College and was Direc- dissolution" as their members mto a war with Red Chma.
Smith
lanTwo problems of India in redents to understand that
were employed as strike-breakNon-Western Program have attempted to make their
to her near neighbors in
guage is something that one ers. (It is ironic that I should tor of the
gard
She
affairs.
world
in
ways
own
.
Rochester
of
concern her relations
creates. Fink-faddism may end idly have coined "Finkerton at the University
East
the
as
Rumania
and
France
cited
at
teaching
with little more than a few man" before learning the pre- She is presently
Burma and Pakistan. Acwith
trend.
this
of
examples
she
where
University
finky-dink jokes. Hopefully, it ceding.) The same source also New York
While Dr. Dean mentioned cording to Dr. Dean, Indian
of International
will 1ead to something a little cites another possible origin in is a professor Dr. Dean has also the fact that Nehru was "never property was natioilalized by
ent.
Developm
nt when
more than that. Some of my a corruption of the term "finas Re- favorable to communism" she the Burmese governme and the
students have coined words or ger," as used to refer to an in- served for several years
that it was never the it became socialistic,
explained
Foreign
the
of
Directoi;search
have
to
g
phrases. It is somethin
or strikebreaker, i.e., to Policy Association.
policy of India to refuse aid Indian people who had property
for a few former
trouble
contributed-even
one who "puts the finger" on
India, Dr. from either Russia or the Unit- in Burma are having
on
talk
her
In
the great another.
hours or days-to
Webster's New World
ed States. There are presently getting it back. Pakistani relabody of language that we have. Dictionary (1956) suggests that Dean pointed out the difference two Russian steel mills in India, tions have been steadily imCreation, however humble, is it may come from the family between non-alignment and nonto Dr. Dean. There proving, however, as Dr. Dean
still creation. I don't want my name of a notorious American commitment in regard to ln- according
underway for a sees it. She explained that on
plans
also
are
Dean
Dr.
policy.
foreign
students to be merely linguistic strikebreaker, but like all other dian
jet planes will the issue of the exchange of
which
in
factory
a
follows
India
that
them
stressed
want
conformists. I don't
dictionaries it places a question
will be used, properties belonging to refuthat
assembled
be
far
as
ment
non-align
of
policy
rut-finks.
to be
of India
mark before the etymology.
blocs if and when necessary, to pro- gees, the governments
power
major
two
the
as
each
Being an amateur linguist, I
Russia tect Indian borders from fur- and Pakistan deal with
and
States
United
the
of
other humanely and fairly.
wanted to know wher the word
ther attacks.
India
However,
.
concerned
are
In regard to possible solutions
"fink" came from. And so may
In regard to the Chinese atis committed to the internationof all problems between the nayou, dear reader-fink. No one
3)
Page
from
d
(Continue
dictionVari'ous
knows for sure.
tions of the world, Dr. Vera
aries give various answers. Al- of the Vice President, the Dean
Micheles Dean does not believe
most all are agreed that the of the College, the Admission
that "loving one another" is any
Dr. Dean remarked
co into a personal battle. The answer.
Office, the Educational Services
(Continu~ from Page 3)
attack each realistically that "There is no
arrd the Registrar, they are de- ending with Simon's melan- brothers brutally
themselves such thing as love in internao t h e r , beating
signed to afford students serv- cholic and furious rape of Na- through the long night into un- tional relations."
She stressed
(Continued from Page 1)
ices and opportunities for ex- dia in the presence of Rocco, consciousness.
Finally, Rocco that every nation follows its
when all the marchers and periences which are related to and then the savage fight of crawls into the gutter. Puffed, own national interests. We can
to integrate the
workers in Selma go home·:·•
the over-all educational goals brother against brother. Nadia bleeding, swollen, and drooling, only attempt
putrence various national interests into
the
in
writhes
Rocco
College.
the
of
gois
_Selma
in
. "Not everyone
goes back to Simon, both fur- of the gutter, graphically caught the United Nations.
mg home," she replied. "People
each other with by sensitive cinematography.
of
will stay in Selma. Young peo-1 For example, the Director in ther destroying
Simon
their mutual hatred.
ple, college students, people Student Personnel workers,
When Simon finds Nadia
from all walks of life, are giv- the case of Rhode Island Col- prostitutes himself to a fight along the river, he realizes that "Saturday Review"
as
Students,
of
Dean
the
lege
their
arrd
ing up their semesters
promoter and Rocco becomes a he can never free himself of
jobs." Dr. Cooling feels that the director of student activi- prize boxer. While Rocco cel- her. Nadia thoroughly despises I
O
there will be economic reper- ties, coordinates student activiSimon because Rocco gave her Pu IS es Wor
cussions in Selma, especially ties, consults in organizationals ebrates a championship, Simon, up to his brother. She rebukes
supervise
and
likewise wins a victory in his Simon: "You dirtied the only
against the Negro. Many Ne- development,
r. ancy U IVan
groes will lose their jobs, but women's housing.
beautiful thing in my life."
murder of Nadia.
coldly
The campus religious workers
Simon
hand,
in
Knife
Note: The following
Editor's
actu_ally_it will be more of a j?b
Destroyed is the Parondi famapproac-hes Nadia; she embraces poem was written by Dr. Nancy
rlishuffli_ng _because the white serve as advisors to the campus
ambitions
mother's
reThe
e
ily.
him as he plunges the blade Sullivan of the Rhode Island
co:mmurnty m Selma needs Ne- religous groups, coordinat
ligious programming and serve for her sons are crushed. Ciro into her stomach, symbolically College
Department
English
gro labor.
stiffens and was printed in the "SaturThere was no evidence of "ad- in an advisory capacity for RIC goes for the police who after embracing death. Nadia
Siaround
day Review" on March 13, 1965.
three days of hunting, take the and entwines herself
venturers" in Selma. When kid- students.
The College Counsellors, Miss brother Simon away. Rocco is a mon crying, "I don't want to The "Anchor" reprints the poem
dingly asked to comment on the
die."
for the benefit of those who
possibility of it becoming a sub- Donna McCabe, Mr. Gordon champion in an area which is
I have never seen a more
in the
stitute for "Fort Lauderdale'' Nicholls, and Dr. Frank Deig- the antithesis of his character beautiful scene in any movie may not have seen it
"Review."
she remarked, nan, assist students in improvspring,
this
and goodness. Young Luca is ever produced than in the fare"That's the furthest possibility.'' ing study techniques, facilitatMONEY
in
well meeting of Nadia and RocShe then described some of the ing choice of major, aiding l the only vestige of hope that the co. Set amongst the sculptural The rich are important to a
vocationa
of
on
clarificati
the
people who went to Selma.
culture.
fainily will return to their old magnificence of medieval spires,
pressures
discussing
"I never saw so much hair, goals,
home and build a new house of Rocco and Nadia stand on a They and what they had are all
school
with
that's left
or so many dignified, courteous which interfere
student Parondi in the land of "olive cathedral rooftop and bid good- Once the buildings topple and
coordinating
people. The people of Selma work,
bye. Rocco declares that he
rainand
s,
mushroom
assistant
trees,
resident
r,
counsello
the people
sensed an individual dedication
loves Nadia, but that Simon
for archaebows."
and responded accordingly. Peo; and faculty advisor programs.
needs her more. Nadia retal- Arrange themselves
services
health
ology.
College
The
ple worked where they were
It is impossible to here dic- iates by saying that she will
if he sacrifices her Gauge a people by its ricll.
needed, and someone was al- are designed to provide approre- tate all the qualities of excel- hate Rocci
Rocco remains All the chippendale and artiways there at the right time." priate medical consultation,
brother.
his
to
and
lence permeating "Rocco
facts
goodness and convichis
in
firm
Dr. Cooling concluded by ferr:al service, and emergency
early
are
Stark realism
His Brothers."
tion, repeating his love of Nadia Of Williamsburg
noting the difference between diagnosis and treatment.
America
in a setting of gray-brown city as a tear rolls down his virgin
a movement and an _organiza- The Dean of Students, in addiTo me, not those stinking stowtion to her coordinating func- life is effective and mood-creat- cheek.
tion.
aways
matphysisurh
and
handles
passion
directly
Violent
tion,
ing.
Selma
in
happening
is
"What
Voiniting their way to Massais a movement whose organiza- ters as loans, scholarships, stu- cal brutality also mold disturbchusetts.
tion exists on a bulletin board dent employment, student gov- ing atmosphere.
Contrasted
So it was in Greece and earlier
organizational
and
Gas"
on
Prices
about the size of a desk top. ernment,
"Lowest
in Egypt.
against such cloying environs is
There was organization because boards.
Rocco.
The poor are merely figures on
In addition to this the De- the angelic innocence of
of ,an individual discipline. It
parade.
I partment of Student Personnel Summarily, Rocco is a symbolic
was thoroughly worthwhile.
They march along the walls of
conducts figure of goodness. Handsome
it Services continually
have understood
couldn't
the tomb of a rich man.
without being there, and I've research to best determine prob- and honest, naive and trusting,
The whole place is a poorhouse
never been associated with S.) lems confronting the students. idealistic and impractical, Rocco
where weaver and brewer
Studies currently underway are: bears the reality of life with the
many fine people."
'=5S0 Station
Cart this and that to there for
The singer Harry Belafonte, Identification of potential under- pure innocence of idealism.
a
the man who has preserved
t Ave.
before 30,000 people remarked, achievers, group guidance as
Three scenes from "Rocco and 435 Mount Pleasan
Dr. part of the orientation program,
thin selves and tlleir endTheir
1-2410
"We are all witnesses."
N
U
finest
the
of
are
of His Brothers"
less little skills.
Cooling before four Anchor re- and specific needs and values
After
ever produced.
quality
Island
Rhode
the
on
students
- Nancy Sullivan
porters re-enforced the truth of
raping Nadia, Simon goads RoeCollege campus.
his statement.
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NEWS-

w Ottered
PrevieDay
For.Highschoolers

From

CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION Berube 0, Ford I-Holden 0, and
This Tuesday, March 30th, Yidiaris I-Fain O; ,in Section II:
the Reverend Athanasius Saliba McIntyre 1-Van Nieuwenhuize 0,
will speak on "An Eastern Or- Wilson I-Graves 0, Recupero IThe 1965 College Preview
thodox Looks at Lent," and on Barry 0, and Camara I-Rowan 0.
Thursday, the Reverend J. Rich- In the postponed game between Day wyi be Tuesday, April 29.
ard Peck will speak on "A Prot- Rowan and Recupero, from The top 5% current h[gh s~hool
€6tant Looks at Lent." Both of Round III, Recupero won. In juniors in Rhode Island will be
these informal addresses will be this third round, the Pilkington- guests of the college. The purat 1:00 p.m. in Alumni Lounge, Dr. Laferriere game was adand all interested persons ate journed, to be finished before pose of the Preview Day is to
In a lengt)ly meeting last dent government bulletin board
invited to attend.
the start of Round IV on April enable the selected high school Wednesday evening senate cov- lqlues as to ;nhere the anchor
injuniors to have an informal
Today is the last day for reg- 1st.
.
ered many topics with various is actually hidden.
life amounts of concentration. Longcollege
to
istration for the conference on
After nearly an hour, discusCurrent standings in the tour- troduction
"Religion and Race in Revolu- nament are: in Section I-Hi- through an afterIJioon and even- est topics included a continued sion on t~e anchor was dropped,
tion." Registration will be in rons 3-0, Berube and Yidiaris ing visit at R.I.C.
discussion of the anchor and by a motion.
Room 101 in the Student Cen,
The other major discussion
tentative program for the the Robins Award nominations.
A
1½Ford
and
Laferriere
Dr.
2-1,
(Tuester up to 5:00 p.m. today
Holden,
The topic of the anchor was concerne? RIC's nominations for
1 ½, and Pilkington,
planned.
day, March 30).
been
Fain and Kurbec, each 1-2. In Preview Day has
brought up under President's the Robms Award, an annual
This conference, to be held at Section II-McIntyre
3-0, Wil- The program will' begin with Announcements by Jerry Les: award to Americans who are
Rolling Ridge Conference Cen- son, Recupero and Van Nieu- Dr. Gaiige and a faculty mem- sard, since the topic was not on outstanding in their fiel?,s a;'ld
ter in North Andover, Massa- wenhuize 2-1, Graves, Camara, ber addressing the students the agenda. Howie Boyaj stat- have done much to mspire
chusetts, will be led by the Rev- and Barry 1-2, and Rowan 0-3. early in the afternoon. Follow- ed that as class president he youth. Several candidates were
erend Donald J. Clark, Deanone of ing the greetings, members was responsible for having not nominated for each category,
Section II-Mickus,
was a!lowed on
Director of the Rolling Ridge In
school, from Kappa Delta Pi, the Stu- displayed the anchor, but he did and disc1,1ss~onselect10ns were:
left
leaders,
early
the
Conference Center, the Rever- and accordingly had to be
not know where the anchor was each one. Fmal
end Thomas MacLeod, Minister dropped from the tournament.
dent Counselor Association, illld located until well after Winter Industry, Walter Reuther; Govof Saint Brigid's Church in LexWhen he did find ernment, John 0. Pastore; EnFor the next three weeks af- the Apprentice Student C'oun- Weekend.
ington, Mass., and the Reverend ter the school championship fin- selor Program will guide the out, who knew where it was, he tertainment, Jerry Lewis; EduSamuel Slie, Associate Secretary ishes on April 15th, the R.I.C. students around the campus. had it brought out and placed cation, Myron Lieberman; Athof the Student Christian Move- Chess Club will sponsor special
it in a place where Mike Leni- letics, Bob Cousy; Religion,
ment in New England.
meetings for new players. All The high scll'ool student will be han, sophomore class president, Bishop !"ulton J. Sheen; Spec~al,
Jacqueline Kennedy; Promotion
The conference will discuss students and faculty who know given the chance to attend vari- would know where it was.
Several of the senators ob- of. International Understanding,
four _major topics, including: something of chess, or who wish ous college classes. Later in
"The Negro Revolution," "The to learn the game from the be- the afternoon, group discus- Jected to the fact that the soph- Sargent Shriver; · and a special
Church in the World," "The Stu- ginning, will be welcome at sions will be held in the audit- omore class president did not posthumous award was pronotify the president of student posed for Winston Churchill.
dent, the Teacher and the Rev- these three meetings. Activities
Finance Committee
olution," and "Rhode Island scheduled for this period will torium and the little theatre, at government of his possession of
Earlier in the meeting Mary
College and the Revolution." include lectures on chess nota- which time Mr. Bucci, Admis- the anchor as stipulated in the
tournament sions Officer, and Miss McCabe, Handbook.' Accordingly, senate McCarthy reported that the FiThe conference will conclude tion,
openings,
with a number of workshop chess, and the fun inherent in College Counselor, will address received control of the anchor. nance Committee approved a regroups who will address them- the game. There will also be a the groups on college admisPresident Steve Solomon stat- quest by MAA to use $427.50 of
selves to the question: "What simultaneous exhibition and a sions and student activities. Fol- ed that the sophomores were ac- surplus from the basketball budis the responsibility of Rhode ten-second tournament
sched- rowing the dliscussions, the visit- complices after the fact in the get to pay for jackets for the
Island College students and fac- uled. Plan now to attend one ing high school students will be breaking of the rule concerning players and managers of the
ulty members in the struggle or more of these final meetings given the opportunity to have display of the anchor during championship basketball _team.
for human rights?"
and sign up for regular mem- informal talks with the co,Uege Winter Weekend, and Jerry Senate also approved this rewhich is bership next year!
professors. The day will cul- Lessard, junior class president, quest.
The conference,
Peace Corps representative
sponsored by the Newman Club,
minuate with dinner, sponsored was completely justified in quesDEBATE CLUB
spoke to the senathe Wesley Club, the CanterThe debaters are now prepar- by the Alumni Association, at tioning the possession of the! Rudi Klauss
tors. He said that the reprebury Club, the Eastern Ortho- ing for a .tournament at Dart- Donovan Dining Center.
anchor.
sentatives would be willing to
Class Loyalties
dox Club and Alpha Omega, will mouth, during the weekend of
Members from Kappa Delta
The discussion was quite ob- speak to any organization that
have worship services led by April 23 and 24. At the last Pi, the Student Counselo,r Assodivided by class loyal- 1 would like. to have them.
organizations.
these religious
meeting the feasibility of an on ciation and the Apprentice Stu- viously
There will be a Faculty-StuAlso featured on Friday even- campus tournament
was dis- dent Counselor Program will ties and Steve called a halt to dent Coffee H·our March 31 at
as it was
ing will be a "Hootenany."
These debates will be work jointly in this undertak- thi; little "game,"
cussed.
the 3 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge
Steve reminded
The cost for the conference on a new issue and the tourna- ing. The coordinating commit- called.
will be $6.00 and those attend- ment will be supervised by Mr. tee for the Preview Day will senators that if the anchor is to for any students who might be
ing are asked to bring casual Eastman and directed by the consist of Howie Zimmerman mean anything, that the rules interested.
A well-marked container will
clothes (sweater and skirt or club's president, David Gen- and Carol Manning, Student have to be followed. Class loynoteslacks and sportshirts),
Michael Lenihan alties have to be forgotten in be placed at the c,ontrol desk to
The tentative date for Counselors;
dreau.
book, pencil, blankets and linen the tournament on campus will and Mary Carol Whalen, Ap- favor of the welfare of the stu- collect funds for the family of
or bedroll (rental linen $1.00 be May first. Details will be ex- prentice
Counselors; dent body. He further com- Reverend Reeb, the minister
Student
for weekend). Those attending plained at the next meeting, and Beth Challgren, Kappa Del- pared the senate of 1964-65 to I from Boston who was m~rd~red
The contributions
those of the past in getting in- in Selma.
the conference will be leaving Tuesday, March 30, in CL 227.. ta Pi.
were started with a $100 donafrom in · front of Roberts Hall
volved with trivial matters.
at 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. on Friday
Finally, a motion was made tion from senate.
A report on the financ~s
and will be returning at 7 p.m.
and passed to have the sophoon Saturday.
more class president turn the of Winter Weekend was submitA profit of $2.57 wa~
All students and faculty memanchor over to the senate presi- ted.
.
bers at Rhode Island College
dent, who will in turn see that shown.
A conference on the History
are invited to attend and may
it is displayed for two days, and
obtain additional information
will then hand it over to Dan of the American Negro will be
from Mr. Peck, Mr. O'Reagan or
Rivers, who will hide it and held May 22 for high school
Dr.
The second co,nference on portance of the co,nference,
any officer of the Christian Askeep his mouth shut. By fur- juniors and seniors, sponsored
conthe
that
Reading, to be held at Rhode Morrison "expects
sociation.
ther motion, the anchor will be by the Academic Atmosphere
provide
will
and
23
speakers
April
on
ference
Island College
immune while on display and Committee of senate.
CHESS CLUB
24, will present some of the ways and means to assist teachSenate adjourned at 9:45 P-1:1··
individual hiding it has 24
In the games of the third most outstanding authorities in ers in dealing with the prob- the
hours in which to do so. Also, after three hours and forty mmround in the R.I.C. Chess Cham- the United States as guest lem reader."
of meeting time.
utes
Dan is to post daily on the stupionship, the following results speakers. Last year's conferAll students are allowed to
1Hirons
occurred: in Section I:
ence, which attracted nearly attend the conference free of
and teachers charge and since the adminis1,200 students
from the six New England tration excused th·ose students
Have More fun in Europe This Sum.mer with an
States, was so successful that who attended last year, it. is
Exam Tomorrow! Dr.
Coleman Morrison, chair- presumed that the same policy
man of the conference, is an- will hold for this year.
another' and even 1----------~--ticipating
Largest Selection of
greater success.
Waiting for you when you get there.
The theme of this year's con-1
Student Aids in R. I.
ference, Problem Readers and
-COS
-Barron's
will cut the "red tape" and save you money
y.te
Prescriptions for Improvement,
-Monarch
-Oxford
Liberal Financing Terms Arranged
relates, according to Dr. Mor-Hymarx
-Amsco
The "Helicon" is now ac-Study
rison, "to one of the most im- 1 cepting manuscripts for a
-Cliff's
Master
Notes
portant issues of today-nameissue
FOR DIETAILSCALL US NOW AT
anniversary
silver
-Schaums
-Arco
ly, the problem reader. Prob- which is due to come out in
• Foreign Translations
lem readers have normal men- May. All students are in• Art Prints and Drawings
tality, but for one reason or an- vited to submit any original
• Graduate School Preparaother, they are not reading at
fiction, non-fiction, or poetry
tion Books
their expectancy level." Dr. for consideration toward this
• College Texts Bought and
that
stated
further
Morrison
We hope to make
issue.
Sold
"this group constitutes 15% of Number 25 something speall the elementary school popu- cial. Please help us by sub•
501 MAIN STREET
lation in the U.S. and student
mitting any and all manuand beginning teachers face
PAWTUCKET, R. I.
905 Westminster Street
scripts as soon as possible.
their most difficult task with
At Hoyle Sq. DE 1-0622
this group." Aware of the im-1 !,l;============;;;;.i
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Letter•s• •
ceived in accomplishing these tween faculty, administration,
(Continued from Page 2)
in the tasks, I wish to express my ap- and students be established.
to meet responsibilities
Russell Dion
adult world. I realize. that the preciation.
Paul Cartier
"All-College Girl" ~ay have
above ~ay make a co~lege deClass of 1968
gree d_ifficult for the u~tellect- many meanings, but to me it
ually rmmature to attam, for I symbolizes freely given respect Dear Editor:
these pe_ople I have the greatest and friendship from fellow 5 tu- I don't know about you
This is honor which is But I think this is true.
dents.
compass10n..
never dubious and never foraot- The entrance to thi,s college is
Smcerely,
Leonard J. Meinhold ten. For such an honor, I ~ina mess
cerely thank the members of the It certainly doesn't show our
Dear Editor,
student body of R. I. College.
best.
Last Tuesday, I attended a
Why don't they plant some
Sincerely yours,
talk given by Mr. Greg0ry
flowers?
Caughlin, President of the PawHelen M. Maziarz It would only take a few hours.
I
Alliance.
tucket Teachers'
The entrance is llittered with
was stunned at the poor repredebris
Editor,
Dear
teachand
sentation of students
I To do something is up to you
After much considerati.m
ers. RIC is mainly a teachers'
letand me.
this
write
to
decided
college. Aren't future teachers have
I feel that It's said that speech is free
Editor.
interested in a problem which ter to the
So to you I make this plea.
While the the contents are- of great im- Please help to keep our campus
could affect them?
and that those init portance
problem is in Pawtucket,
clean
take heed in orcould and might spread all over volved should
By this I don't simply mean
der that a better understanding
Rhode Island.
on the
papers
litter
Don't
the
I hope that the poor repre- might come about between
ground
the students.
and
faculty
lack
a
show
not
does
sentation
beauty all
I mean promote
Recently, 1 had a run-in with
Do the
of interest in teaching.
around.
departBiology
the
of
head
the
to
future teachers really want
Let the people who pass on
dedicated? ment. 1 went to her not withteach? Will they
Mount Pleasant Avenue
1, along with 225 Know what happens to their
I hope so. I r~alize th~t there out reason.
are manr funct10ns durmg the I other freshmen, had signed a
revenue.
free peri?d, but I feel !hat a petition complaining that T.V. Let them know where RIC is
is inade- Don't you have any pride, Geespeaker like Mr. Caughlin de- Biology at present
serves a bt:tter audience !han 50 quate. I and a few other memWhiz!
Pt:Ople. Hi_s speec~ was mform- bers of the freshman class ap- Let's put something that will
if
her
asked
and
,
her
ative and it pertamed to most proached
catch the eye
of us .. I only hope th~t mu~e we might discuss the problem At all those on the street who
She
her.
with
Biology
T.V.
of
will
Caughlm
Mr.
men like
pass by.
come to_ speak ~nd I truly hope appeared at first to be thorough- Come on students get on the
b 11
ly interested and she cordially
the audience. will grow.
a
A Disgusted Freshman invited us to attend a meeting Don't let the landscape be our
with her and· some other faculdownfall!
done,
Dear Editor,
ty members in the department. Let',s decide .what can be
,
A title and a few moments in She told us that all constructive
1
only.
m
alone,
it
do
can't
the spotlight at Rhodes may criticism would be welcomed I
seem a dubious honor to some, We attended the meeting with Le1~e.make our camous better·
but not to me. Remembering high
-my letter
something Thanks for printlingLopes
that
hopes
·
Linda
the initial thrill and the words \vorthwhile would come out of
Lamoureux
Louis
"all college girl" can call to tJ-e meeting.
We hoped that
Linda Saisi
mind a panorama of wonderful some improvement
could be
And, more
Gordon Bellemer
college experiences.
made.
Joan Enos
such a tribute
significantly,
Our
Christine Jeffrey
I was sadly mistaken.
serves as a reminder of how
corFrancine Stockley
little can be accomplished with- reception was anything but
dial. When we asked a quesDianne Marsin
out the help of others.
anwith
it
answered
she
I under- twn
Susan Hindry
The responsibilities
not
us
gave
She
Jioseph Wilbur
question.
other
took here at R. I. College were
were
We
answer.
concrete
one
reward,
of
thought
done without
S usan Roe
Lydia Sabatini
other than perhaps a feeling of asked, "On what credentials
Sandra Blackledge
satisfaction derived from "a job did we have the right to com
Pamela Hinks
well done." For the help I re- plain?" We are students taking
Norma Aldrich
this course who are very disLou-Ann Potter
satisfied and I believe . have a
John Lewis
nght to criticize constructively.
S'rie finished by giving a sumrr,; · y which seemed to be ,!omto the mapletely irrelevant
Then
terial which we asked.
one of the students asked for
(Continued· from Page 1)
equal time to state the purposes
Bernice Schulte).
(Miss
for which we came and what we
4. A panel of judges will
had obtained ... nothing! Right
according
in the middle of his statement rank the contestants
and stage preshe was cut off and she said she to: speed, poise
gencooperation,
ence, courtesy,
had no r.1ore time.
of
(neatness
eral appearance
I am a freshman here and dTess), ,speech and expression,
sincP. the beginning of school I and knowledge.
have been taught to be opencombined
decisions,
Their
This in- with the accumulated scores of
minded and unbiased.
tcrvlf'W was anything but.
Working at a resort high in the Alps
tests to date, will determine the
is exciting, healthful and profitable,
We were not trying to start a selection of eight finalists from
The
semi-finalists.
riot but rather we were trying the I 16
to ccnduct ourselves as mature. names ,of the judges have not
yom;g adults. We asked her to been revealed.
5. Questions will consist of
consider some changes, but her
Bonus
mind seemed set, and there two types: Toss-up and
s,·cmed to be no possibility of questions.
6. A contestant may signal
Grand Duchy of Luxembourgchnngmg her mind.
readiness to answer before comYou can still get a summer job in
In closing I would like to say pl,etion of the reading of the
Europe and a travel grant through
the American Student Informa- that there is no room for nar- question. But his team will be
tion Service. ASIS is also giving row-minded people on this cam- penalized five points if his anevery applicant a travel grant of puf:, whether they be faculty. swer is incorrect.
at least $250_ Wages are as high students, or the administration.
7. A contestant may be penalas $450 a month. Such jobs as re- As soon as some of these peoized five points for !infractions
sort hotel, office, sales, factory;
·difaside
put
to
of the rules as the game profarm, camp and shipboard work ple are willing
are available. Job and travel grant ferences, as soon as some oI ceeds.
acto
willing
are
are
people
details
1hesc,
full
and
applications
8. Judges will be asked to
in a 36-page booklet cep~ constructive
criticism, as give special consideration
available
to
which students may obtain by soon as some people realize that teamwork and cooperation.
and
booklet
the
(for
sending $2
all of us, the faculty, the admin9. The game will consist of
airmail postage) to Dept. R, ASIS, istration, and the students, are two halves, each approximately
22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg
City, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. in a sense equally important, ten minutes ~ong, with interthen and only then will a defin- views of the contestants at halfbe- time.
te line of communication
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IN
WORK
EUROPE

MarshallBrown

...
Ha.yes

(Continued' from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
body type. He is the author of
but it may be that we
luck,
it
Mankind So Far, The Heathens,
humble to think that
Back of History and Mankind are too
Providence could single
in the Making. He was the edi- Divine and provide the means
us out
that produce the end." She also
admits another explanation: the
quality called "X." "I know it
when I see it in others," she
Others saw it in her.
said.
"They all taught me what they
could, not because they were
kind, mind you, for the theatre
is ruthless to misfits, but because whenever they discerned
real ability they respected it
and wanted to develop it."
Miss Hayes' motive for coming to Rhode Island College, Mr.
Robert Ghelardi, Newman Club
advisor, said, is to meet students who, she was told, would
be eager to meet her. It is unlikely that she would wish to
be honored in any way, he noted, and would instead like to
the closest possible
establish
with the stucommunication
dents. Said Mr. Ghelardi, "She
may be the last of a kind. fhe
students would be well-advised
RICHARD M. FAGLEY
to open themselves to her, and
Her
her as a friend.
receive
Evolutor of Ideas on Human
tion, 1949-1961, which was µub- response may be surprising."
lished by Harvard University I
Press.
In 1951, Professor Howrlls
was President of the American
Anthropological Association and 1
(Continued from Page 1)
also was awarded the Viking
Fund Medal in Physical AnthroOn May 7th and 8th Rl'C Theapology in 1954. Presently, Professor Howells makes his home tre wHl present two avant-garde
plays, "The Bald Soprano" by
p · t M ·
· Ktt
ame.
om ,
i ery
m
14, Eugene Ionesco and "The AmerApril
On Wednesday,
Richard M. Fagley, who is Ex- ican Dream" by Edward Albee
ec_u~ve Secretary for the Com- who is tJhe author of "Who's
mission of the Churches on In- Afraid of Virginia Wolfe?"
ternational Affairs, will be guest
This type of play is the cur.
.
speaker. .
Born m ?berlu~, Ohw, Mr. rent vogue on and off BroadFagley receive~ his Ph.D. d_e- way. "The American Dream" is
.
gree from Ohvet College m
the mid~le class.
19?1. He was pr_e~ously. ~r- an attack
damed to the Christian l!ums- The play ridicules the idea that
1
try and was _research. ass1st~nt the wife or mother dominates.
~or the Council fo_r Social ~ct~on Also there is an attack on the
·
m the Congregational Christian
In March 1951 Mr way we treat elderly people.
Churches
h .
h
b ls
,,
, . . "G
,
.
F l
s e 1s
en
w
re e
ranny
ag ey was elected Executive
Secretary of the Commissi~n of faced with being put into a
the _Churches O?, Inter~at10nal home. This pllay is performed
Affairs, for which he 1s now to create audience reaction.
consultant to the United Na"The Bald Soprano" is an
tions Economic and Social Council. Mr. Fagley has had wide "anti-play." There is no plot. It
experience with various Chris- is designed to show just how
tian movements on world peace.
attacks triteHe served as staff secretary, absurd life is. It
Third Assembly Committee on ness and the petty things that
Affairs, New Del- peop,le concern themselves with.
International
hi, India, November-December
Many of the colleges in the
1961. In April 1968 he was survounding area have already
secretary of a study group on
and performed plays of this type.
Parenthood
"Responsible
He They are not new. In regard to
The Population Problem."
is the author of a book on 'l'he this Mr. Graliam said, "This
Population ·Explosion and Chris- school has avoided the avanttian Responsibility, which was
caught
published by Oxford Interna- garde and it is time we
up with it."
tional Press, •1960.
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